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Problem 1. «Algebraic immunity»
Special Prize from the Program Committee!
n
A mapping F from Fn2 to Fm
2 is called a vectorial Boolean function (recall that F2
is the vector space of all binary vectors of length n). If m = 1 then F is a Boolean
function in n variables. A component function Fv of F is a Boolean function defined
by a vector v ∈ Fm
2 as follows Fv = hv, F i = v1 f1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ vm fm , where f1 , . . . , fm are
coordinate functions of F . A function F has its unique algebraic normal form (ANF)
M
Y 
F (x) =
aI
xi ,
I∈P(N )

i∈I

where P(N ) is the power set of N = {1, . . . , n} and aI belongs to Fm
2 . Here ⊕ denotes
the coordinate-wise sum of vectors modulo 2. The algebraic degree of F is the degree
of its ANF: deg(F ) = max{|I| : aI 6= (0, . . . , 0), I ∈ P(N )}.
Algebraic immunity AI(f ) of a Boolean function f is the minimal algebraic
degree of a Boolean function g, g 6≡ 0, such that f g ≡ 0 or (f ⊕ 1)g ≡ 0. The notion
was introduced by W. Meier, E. Pasalic, C. Carlet in 2004.
The tight upper bound of AI(f ). It is wellknown that AI(f ) 6 d n2 e, where dxe
is the ceiling function of number x. There exist functions with AI(f ) = d n2 e for any n.
Component algebraic immunity AIcomp (F ) of a function from Fn2 to Fm
2 is
defined as the minimal algebraic immunity of its component functions Fv , v 6= (0, . . . , 0).
Component algebraic immunity was considered by C. Carlet in 2009. It is easy to see
that AIcomp (F ) is also upper bounded by d n2 e.
The problem. What is the tight upper bound of component algebraic immunity?
For all possible combination of n and m, n, m 6 4, vectorial Boolean functions with
AIcomp (F ) = d n2 e exist.
Construct F : F52 → F52 with maximum possible algebraic component immunity 3
or prove that it does not exist.
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Problem 2. «Zerosum at AES»
Let AES0 be a mapping that represents the algorithm AES-256 with the
all-zero key. Let X1 , . . . , X128 ∈ F128
be pairwise different vectors such that
2
128
M

Xi =

i=1

128
M

AES0 (Xi ).

i=1

1. Propose an effective algorithm to find an example of such vectors X1 , . . . , X128 .
2. Provide an example of X1 , . . . , X128 .

The picture is from the page of Jeff Moser.
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Problem 3. «Latin square»
Alice has registered on Bob’s server. During the registration Alice got the
secret key that is represented as a latin square of order 10. A latin square is a 10 × 10
matrix filled with integers 0, 1, . . . , 9, each occurring exactly once in each row and
exactly once in each column.
To get an access to Bob’s resources Alice authenticates by the following algorithm:
1. Bob sends to Alice a decimal number abcd, where a, b, c, d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 9} and
a 6= b, b 6= c, c 6= d.
2. Alice performs three actions.
• At first she finds the integer t1 standing at the intersection of the row (a + 1)
and the column (b + 1).
• Then she finds t2 standing at the intersection of the row (t1 + 1) and the
column (c + 1).
• Finally, Alice finds t3 standing at the intersection of the row (t2 + 1) and the
column (d + 1).
3. Alice sends to Bob the integer t3 .
4. Bob performs the same actions and verifies Alice’s answer.
5. Steps 1-4 are repeated several times. In case of success Bob recognizes that Alice
knows the secret latin square.
Find Alice’s secret key if you can get the answer t3 for any your correct input
request abcd here.
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Problem 4. «nsucoin»
Alice, Bob, Caroline and Daniel are using a digital payment system nsucoin
to buy from each other different sorts of flowers. Alice sells only chamomiles, Bob —
only tulips, Caroline — only gerberas and Daniel — only roses. At the beginning each
person has 5 flowers. The cost of each flower is 2 coins.
Transactions are used to make purchases by transferring coins in the system
nsucoin. Each transaction involves two different users (the seller A and the buyer B)
and distributes a certain amount of coins S between A and B, say S = SA + SB . The
value S is equal to the sum of all the coins received by the buyer in the indicated k
transactions, 1 6 k 6 2. We will say that the current transaction is based on these k
transactions. The value SA is the amount of coins that the buyer pays the seller for his
product, SA > 0; the value SB is the rest of available amount of coins S that returns
to buyer (in further transactions B can spend these coins). At the same time, coins
received by users in each transaction can not be distributed more than once in other
transactions.
In order for transactions to be valid they must be verified. To do this block chain is
used. Each block verifies from 1 to 4 transactions. Each transaction to be verified can be
based on already verified transactions and transactions based on verified transactions.
There are 4 special transactions. Each of them brings 10 coins to one user. These
transactions do not based on other transactions. The first block verifies all special
transactions.
Define what bouquet Alice can make from the flowers she has if the last block in
chain is the following string (hash of this block in 00004558):
height:2;prevHash:0000593b;ctxHash:8fef76cb;nonce:17052

Turn to the next page.
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Technical description of nsucoin.
• Transactions. Transaction is given by the string transaction of the following format:
transaction = “txHash:{hashValue};{transactionInfo}”
hashValue = Hash({transactionInfo})
transactionInfo = “inputTx:{Tx};{sellerInfo};{buyerInfo}”
Tx = “{Tx1}” or “{Tx1,Tx2}”
sellerInfo = “value1:{V1};pubKey1:{PK1};sign1:{S1}”
buyerInfo = “value2:{V2};pubKey2:{PK2};sign2:{S2}”
Here Tx1, Tx2 are values of the field txHash of transactions which the current transaction based
on. Vi is a non-negative integer that is equal to the amount of coins received by the user with public
key PKi, 0 6 Vi 6 10, V16= 0. Digital signature
Si = DecToHexStr(Signature(Key2,StrToByteDec(Hash(Tx1+Tx2+PKi)))),
where + is concatenation operation of strings. Key2 is private key of buyer.
In the special transactions fields inputTx, sign1 are empty and there is no buyerInfo. For
example, one of the special transactions is the following:
txHash:1a497b59;inputTx:;value1:10;pubKey1:11;sign1:
• Block chain. Each block is given by the string block of the following format:
block = “height:{Height};prevHash:{PrHash};ctxHash:{CTxHash};nonce:{Nonce}”
Here Height is the block number in a chain, the first block has number 0. PrHash is hash of
block with number Height − 1. CTxHash is hash of concatenation of all the TxHash of transactions
verified by this block. Nonce is the minimal number from 0 to 40000 such that block has hash of the
form 0000####.
Let PrHash = 00000000 for the first block.
• Hash function. Hash is calculated as reduced MD5: the result of hashing is the first 4
bytes of standard MD5 represented as a string. For example, Hash(“teststring”) = “d67c5cbf”,
Hash(“1a497b5917”) = “e0b9e4a8”.
• Digital signature. Signature(key, message) is RSA digital signature with n of order 64 bits,
n = 9101050456842973679. Public exponents PK of users are the following:
User
PK

Alice
11

Bob
17

Caroline Daniel
199
5

For example, Signature(2482104668331363539, 7291435795363422520) = 7538508415239841520.
• Additional functions. StrToByteDec decodes a string to bytes that are considered as a
number. Given a number DecToHexStr returns a string that is equal to the hexadecimal representation
of this number. For example, StrToByteDec(“e0b9e4a8”) = 7291435795363422520 and
DecToHexStr(7538508415239841520) = “689e297682a9e6f0”.
Strings are given in UTF-8.
Turn to the next page.
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Examples of a transaction and a block.
• Suppose that Alice are buying from Bob 2 tulips. So, she must pay him 4 coins. The transaction
of this operation, provided that Alice gets 10 coin in the transaction with hash 1a497b59, is
txHash:98e93fd5;inputTx:1a497b59;value1:4;pubKey1:17;sign1:689e297682a9e6f0;
value2:6;pubKey2:11;sign2:fec9245898b829c
• The block on height 2 verifies transactions with hash values (values of txHash) 98e93fd5,
c16d8b22, b782c145 and e1e2c554, provided that hash of the block on height 1 is 00003cc3, is the
following:
height:2;prevHash:00003cc3;ctxHash:9f8333d4;nonce:25181
Hash of this block is 0000642a.
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Problem 5. «Metrical cryptosystem»
Alice and Bob exchange messages using the following cryptosystem. Let Fn2
be an n-dimensional vector space over the field F2 = {0, 1}. Alice has a set A ⊆ Fn2
and Bob has a set B ⊆ Fn2 such that both A and B are metrically regular sets and
they are metrical complements of each other. Let d be the Hamming distance between
A and B. To send some number a (0 6 a 6 d) Alice chooses some vector x ∈ Fn2 at
distance a from the set A and sends this vector to Bob. To obtain the number that
Alice has sent Bob calculates the distance b from x to the set B and concludes that
the initial number a is equal to d − b.
Is this cryptosystem correct? In other words, does Bob correctly decrypt all sent
messages, regardless of initial sets A, B satisfying given conditions and of the choice
of vector x?
Remark I. Recall several definitions and notions. The Hamming distance d(x, y)
between vectors x and y is the number of coordinates in which these vectors differ.
Distance from vector y ∈ Fn2 to the set X ⊆ Fn2 is defined as d(y, X) = minx∈X d(y, x).
b is the set of all vectors
The metrical complement of a set X ⊆ Fn2 (denoted by X)
y ∈ Fn2 at maximum possible distance from X (this maximum distance is also known
as covering radius of a set). A set X ⊆ Fn2 is called metrically regular, if its second
bb
metrical complement X
coincides with X.
Remark II. Let us consider several examples:
b = {x ⊕ 1}, where 1 is the
• Let X consist of a single vector x ∈ Fn2 . It is easy to see that X
bb
all-ones vector, and therefore X
= {x ⊕ 1 ⊕ 1} = {x} = X, so X is a metrically regular set; it
is also easy to see that cryptosystem based on A = {x}, B = {x ⊕ 1} is correct;
• Let Y be a ball of radius r > 0 centered at x: Y = B(r, x) = {y ∈ Fn2 : d(x, y) 6 r}. You can
b
verify that Yb = {x ⊕ 1}, but Yb = {x} =
6 Y , and Y is not metrically regular;
ck for k > 0, there
• Let X be an arbitrary subset of Fn2 . Then, if we denote X0 := X, Xk+1 = X
exists a number M such that Xm is a metrically regular set for all m > M . You can prove this
fact as a small exercise, or simply use it in your solution.
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Problem 6. «Quadratic functions»
Alice and Bob are going to use the following pseudorandom binary sequence
u = {ui }, ui ∈ F2 :
• u1 , . . . , un are initial values;
• ui+n = f (ui , ui+1 , . . . , ui+n−1 ), where
f ∈ Qn = {a0 ⊕

n
M
i=1

ai xi ⊕

M

aij xi xj | a0 , ai , aij ∈ F2 }.

16i<j6n

Suppose that you have intercepted the elements ut , ut+1 , . . . , ut+k−1 of a sequence
for some t. Is it possible to uniquely reconstruct the elements
ut+k , ut+k+1 , ut+k+2 , . . .
provided k 6 cn, where c is a constant independent on n?
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Problem 7. «Secret sharing»
Alena, Boris and Sergey developed the following secret sharing scheme to
share a password P ∈ F32
2 into three parts to collectively manage money through online
banking.
a b s
• Vectors via , vib , vis ∈ F32
2 and values ci , ci , ci ∈ F2 are randomly generated for all
i = 1, . . . , 32.

• Vectors via , vib , vis are known to all participants of the scheme.
• Values cai , cbi , csi ∈ F2 are known only to Alena, Boris and Sergey respectively.
• Then the secret password P is calculated by the rule
P =

32
M
i=1

cai via

⊕

32
M

cbi vib

i=1

⊕

32
M

csi vis .

i=1

What is the probability that Alena and Boris together can not get any information
about the password P ? What is the probability that they are able without Sergey to
get a guaranteed access to online banking using not more than 23 attempts?
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Problem 8. «Biometric key»
Iris is one of the most reliable biometric characteristics of a human. While
measuring let us take 128-bit biometric image of an iris. As in reality, we suppose that
two 128-bit biometric images of the same human can differ not more than by 10–20%,
while biometric images of different people have differences at least 40–60%.

Let a key k be an arbitrary 8-bit vector. It can be represented in hexadecimal
notation. For example, e2 = 11100010. We suppose that the key is a pin-code that
should be used in order to get access to the bank account of a client.
To avoid situation when malefactor can steal the key of a some client and then be
able to get an access to his account, the bank decided to combine usage of the key with
biometric authentication of a client by iris-code. The following scheme of covering the
key with biometric data was proposed:
1) on registration of a client take 128-bit biometric image btemplate of his iris;
2) extend 8-bit key k to 128-bit string s using Hadamard encoding, i. e. if k =
(k1 , . . . , k8 ), where ki ∈ F2 , then s is the vector of values of the Boolean function
f (x1 , . . . , x7 ) = k1 x1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ k7 x7 ⊕ k8 , where ⊕ is summing modulo 2;
3) save the vector c = btemplate ⊕ s on the smart-card and give it to the client. A
vector c is called biometrically encrypted key.
To get an access to his account a client should
1) take a new 128-bit biometric image b of his iris;
2) using information from the smart-card count 128-bit vector s0 as s0 = b ⊕ c;
3) decode s0 to 8-bit vector k 0 using Hadamard decoding procedure.
Then the bank system checks: if k 0 = k then the client is authenticated and the
key is correct; hence bank provides an access to the account of this client. Otherwise,
if k 0 6= k then bank signals about an attempt to get illegal access to the bank account.
The problem. One day a person, say X, came to the bank and tried to get an
access to the bank account of Alice using the smart-card. This may be noticed that
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person X was in hurry and may be a little bit nervous. Suddenly, another person, say
Y, appeared in the bank and declared loudly: “Please stop any operation! I am Alice!
My smart-card was stolen.”
Bank clerk, say Claude, stopped all operations. In order to solve the situation
he took new biometric images bX and bY of persons X and Y respectively, and with
smart-card containing vector c leaved his post for consultations with bank specialists.
When Claude came back, he already knew who was Alice. He wanted to stop the
other person and call to police but that person has already disappeared. So, can you
solve this problem too? Who was real Alice? Determine her 8-bit key k. You can use
the data bX , bY and c presented on the picture. It is known also that the key of Alice
contains odd number of ones.
Remark. The vector of values of a Boolean function f in n variables is a binary vector
n
(f (x0 ), f (x1 ), . . . , f (x2 −1 )) of length 2n , where x0 = (0, . . . , 0, 0), x1 = (0, . . . , 0, 1),
n
. . ., x2 −1 = (1, . . . , 1, 1), ordered by lexicographical order; for example, the vector of
values of the function f (x1 , x2 ) = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ 1 is equal to (1001) = 9. The vector
of values of the function f (x1 , . . . , x7 ) = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ 1 is ffff ffff 0000 0000 0000
0000 ffff ffff.
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Problem 9. «Protocol»
Alena and Boris developed a new protocol for establishing session keys. It
consists of the following three steps:
1. The system has a common prime modulus p and a generator g. Alena and Boris
have their own private keys αa ∈ Zp−1 , αb ∈ Zp−1 and corresponding public keys
Pa = g αa mod p, Pb = g αb mod p.
2. To establish a session key Alena generates a random number Ra ∈ Zp−1 ,
computes Xa = (αa + Ra ) mod (p − 1) and sends it to Boris. Then Boris generates his
random number Rb , computes Xb in the same way as Alena and sends it back to her.
3. Alena computes the session key in the following way:
Ka,b = (g Xb Pb−1 )Ra mod p.
Bob computes the session key in the following way:
Kb,a = (g Xa Pa−1 )Rb mod p.
How can an attacker Evgeniy compute any future session key between Alena and
Boris, if he steals the only one session key Ka,b ?
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Problem 10. «Find the key»
The key of a cipher is the set of positive integers a, b, c, d, e, f , g, such that
the following relation holds:
a3 + b3 + c3 + d3 + e3 + f 3 + g 3 = 20162017 .
Find the key!
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Problem 11. «Labyrinth»
Read the message hidden in the labyrinth!
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Problem 12. «Big Fermat numbers»
Special Prize from the Program Committee!
It is known that constructing big prime numbers is very actual and complicated
problem interesting for cryptographic applications. One of the popular way to find
them is... to guess! For example to guess them between numbers of some special form.
k
For checking there are Mersenne numbers 2k − 1, Fermat numbers Fk = 22 + 1 for
nonnegative integer k, etc.
Let us concentrate our attention on Fermat’s numbers.
It is known that Fermat numbers F0 = 3, F1 = 5, F2 = 17, F3 = 257, F4 = 65537
are prime. But the number F5 = 4 284 967 297 = 641 · 6 700 417 is already composite
as was proven by L. Euler in XVIII.
For now it is known that all Fermat numbers, where k = 5, . . . , 32, are composite
and there is the hypothesis that every Fermat number Fk , where k > 5 is composite.
Could you prove that for any big number N there exists a composite Fermat number
Fk such that FK > N ?
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